




machines that can perform tasks that are 

characteristic of human intelligence

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

software that writes itself



there are four types of AI



REACTIVE MACHINESI



LIMITED MEMORYII



THEORY OF MINDIII



SELF AWARENESSIV









Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart
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AI by Datassential
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DIRECTIONAL ACCURACY
at 0.5% penetration change

Time Items Predicted Hit Rate

1-year 763 743 97.4%

2-year 1,446 1,401 96.9%

3-year 1,885 1,872 99.3%

4-year 2,240 2,221 99.2%







idea launch

18 months?



idea launch

a lot can happen in 18 months
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TRAINING 

DATA
PREDICTIONpattern detection

operator addresses, GPS 

coordinates, and profiles

which locations are actually 

the same?

eliminate double dips and 

other improper claims



OPPORTUNITY FINDER



TRAINING 

DATA
PREDICTIONpattern detection

customer sales by SKU
which factors best predict 

your product sales?

identify prime selling 

targets and products





By marrying Firefly data with machine learning, a leading 
foodservice manufacturer improved sales conversion by 70%.



Portfolio Matching
A SIMPLE FIRST STEP YOU CAN DO TODAY



Portfolio Matching

❖ Score operator leads based on their propensity to buy your products

❖ Match your product portfolio to the items on their menu

❖ Identify opportunities to convert from existing suppliers

❖ Uncover opportunities to sell in additional new menu items
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Auto Solutions
YOUR NEXT STEP 



Auto Solutions

❖ Recommend products based on the operator’s profile, menu, and behavior

❖ Offer solutions based on that operator’s competitive and consumer landscape

❖ Go beyond just scoring the opportunity… pinpoint the best products for each operator

❖ Automate your marketing & sales communication



312 Pizza Company
371 Monroe St.

Nashville, TN 37208

Casual Dining Pizza
$500k - $1mm

price range: $10 - $19
open for: lunch, dinner

gluten-free options
offers delivery

breaded mushrooms
dough nuggets

cheese curds
fresh cut fries

mozzarella sticks
buffalo wings

refrigerated sauces
organic chicken

organic milk

FIREFLY

ATTRIBUTES

FIREFLY

MENU

young customers (31.4 year median local age)
must differentiate (5 pizza places within 1 mile)

likely receptive to health-focused products

likely receptive to premium products

broad range of appetizers, but missing dips

PURCHASE

HISTORY

history of fresh & organic products



young customers (31.4 year median local age)
must differentiate (5 pizza places within 1 mile)

likely receptive to health-focused products

likely receptive to premium products

broad range of appetizers, but missing dips

history of fresh & organic products

PRIME CANDIDATE TO BUY YOUR

ORGANIC HUMMUS



trend prediction

appeal forecasting

opportunity scoring

sales automation



1. Build around a standard operator locator (Firefly ID)

2. Standardize your product attributes where possible

3. Promote consistent language in product 
descriptions

3 Steps for Data Readiness




